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Abstract 

  The present thesis is a unique foundation for Arabic template grammar 

methodology supporting Natural Language Generation (NLG). Here all words 

originating from the trilateral verbs are generated with full diacritics and 

morphological indicators, using the templatic properties of the Arabic 

language.  

A template is defined as a word with the postfix, infixes and prefix 

characters are written while the characters of the root are missing. The 

missing characters of the root are presented by digits 1, 2 and 3. Where the 

digit represents the first, second and third character of the root respectively. 

This allows the placement of the characters of any other root in place of the 

digit respectively. Arabic Template Grammar Methodology (ATGM) is a rule 

that covers the creation of templates and generation of words from root and 

inserting them in the templates. This results in 28 million diacritic words from 

5,321 roots. 

 Many heuristic methods are involved in dealing with words with weak 

characters and words with "hamza" because the characters are seen 

sometimes flipping or disappearing such as (تؤكل ،: أكل  يفي ، يوفون ، فِ: وفى). 

The “hamza” has five shapes (أ ، إ ، ئ ، ء ، ؤ) on computer and every shape has 

it is own code which is totally a different character based on the diacritic of 

previous character. Additional prefixes, suffixes for words based on its type 

have been added like prefixes (فس ,ف, … etc). Suffixes for verbs ( كِ ,هما ,ني , … 

etc ).  



Finally, this thesis approach is for finding the trilateral Arabic verb root, 

with all morphological indicators and possible diacritics for any input rooted 

word, using template masking rather than stemming techniques. 

 


